
DESTINATIONS@MTS LOOKS AT HOW ‘ADVENTURE TRAVEL’ CAN UP YOUR BOTTOM LINE (3-
22-16) 
 
One of the featured topics at the upcoming Destinations@MTS is titled "Adventure Travel - Utilizing the 
Whole Ecosystem." The event takes place as part of Mountain Travel Symposium’s Forum on Thursday, 
April 7, in Keystone, CO.  
 
The talk is presented by Russell Walters, strategic director North America, Adventure Travel Trade 
Association (ATTA) and Fred Brodsky, group sales director, Snowmass Tourism. They will explore what 
mountain resorts and communities can do to attract the Adventure Traveler and what role Adventure 
Travel might play in the mountain tourism ecosystem. 
 
It goes beyond building ziplines, bike trails and the usual summer/fall amenities, and is a focus on the 
resort community as a whole, Boronsky told TSIL. Snowmass has traditionally struggled with “non-winter 
months,” he said, and finding a way to position the area as an adventure center sends a strong message 
to the summer visitor. 
 
“Adventure” resonates differently for different people, he said. There are the different physical elements, 
and also cultural emersion, an outdoor festival element such as rodeo, or food, or music or yoga, for 
example. But however strenuous or mellow, these activities add to the reasons to visit the mountains. 
 
Snowmass was an early adopter with the Adventure Travel Trade Association, a group that represents 
outfitters, guides, etc. The organization works with resorts such as Snowmass, which has the 
infrastructure - bed bases and marketing outlets, and natural assets - rivers and trails – but hasn’t always 
done greatest job of combining things together.  
 
There has been an increasing focus on spending money on experiences, rather than things, and 
adventure travel fits neatly into the experience category. With resorts looking to expand their offerings as 
a hedge against climate change, among other things, Walters said the adventure travel business is 
growing 43% year over year.  
  
Today's increasingly time-starved, demanding and enlightened consumer expects much of their vacation 
experience. Mountain resorts - with their built in infrastructure, staffing, marketing and back end systems - 
could be ideally suited to attract the Adventure Travel sector.  
 
The session will look at what mountain resorts and communities can do to prepare for this emerging 
customer segment and what role Adventure Travel might play in the mountain tourism EcoSystem to build 
off-season business.  

 


